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Classic Cocktails Done Well Feb 01 2020 Perfect your home-bartending game and learn to mix 75 classic
cocktails with ease and confidence. You don’t need an overpriced and overstuffed home bar to make timeless
and delicious cocktails. Classic Cocktails Done Well equips you with the tools and techniques you need to build
a streamlined bar and mix well-balanced drinks—all from the comfort of your own home! Cocktail aficionado
Faith Hingey provides you with recipes for 75 historic, iconic, and easy-to-make cocktails, complete with photos
and handy advice that ensure you’ll make them perfectly. With this essential cocktail recipe book, you’ll be
shaking and stirring up the classics from negronis and Manhattans to mint juleps and French 75s—and
impressing your guests—in no time. Simple ingredients, 75 classic cocktails. Master the martini, fine-tune your
old fashioned, and perfect your paloma with just a few carefully curated core spirits, liqueurs, and everyday
ingredients. Master core bartending techniques. Learn to shake, muddle, and prepare garnishes like a pro with
tried-and-true bartending tips and tricks. Curate your home bar. Set yourself up for cocktail success with
helpful advice on selecting the proper glassware, which bottles to stock, and the perfect drink to serve for any
occasion. Beautiful color photos for every recipe. So you’ll know exactly what your drink should look like.
Summer Cocktails Sep 21 2021 One hundred seasonal recipes for punches and pitchers, frosty drinks, classics
and throwbacks, and more. Whether you’re lounging by the pool, cooking over a grill, or relaxing in the
hammock, you need a great drink. And with Summer Cocktails, María del Mar Sacasa and Tara Striano will help
you discover your favorite fair-weather friends, from Peachy Keen Punch to Ginger-Lemongrass Piña Colada.
Craft your beverages from the bottom up with underpinnings straight from your summer garden, including
Strawberry-Rosemary Shrub, Rhubarb Syrup, or Tomatillo and Coriander Tequila. Plus, round out the perfect
party with savory snacks to match your cool drinks. Cheers!
Artisanal Cocktails Jun 18 2021 A lush, full-color collection of 50 cocktail recipes using organic, sustainable
produce, handcrafted ingredients, and local artisanal spirits, from the bar manager at the award-winning Cyrus
restaurant. Inspired by the bounty of Sonoma County's organic farms and local distilleries, Scott Beattie shakes
up the cocktail world with his extreme twists on classic bar fare. In ARTISANAL COCKTAILS, Beattie reveals his
intense attention to detail and technique with a collection of visually stunning and astonishingly tasty drinks
made with top-shelf spirits, fresh-squeezed juices, and just-picked herbs and flowers. In creatively named
recipes such as Meyer Beautiful (My, You're Beautiful), Hot Indian Date, and the Grapes of Roth, Beattie
combines flavors and aesthetics as meticulously as a chef to produce party-worthy concoctions guests won't
soon forget. "Scott Beattie of Healdsburg's Cyrus restaurant turns cocktail creation into an extreme sport."
—Linda Murphy, San Francisco Chronicle "The most extreme practitioner of this cocktailian focus on fresh and
local ingredients is Cyrus's Scott Beattie. The drinks Beattie makes with this bounty are uniformly gorgeous.
And Beattie's virgin versions of several drinks are so good that you barely miss the booze." —Gourmet "This
jewel box of a restaurant features an outstanding bar that showcases an innovative seasonal cocktail list
overseen by mixologist Scott Beattie—his Manhattan made with vanilla-infused bourbon is a perfect
counterpoint to a day of wine tasting." —Bon Appétit
The Ultimate A-to-Z Bar Guide Apr 04 2020 What's a Dirty Martini? How do you pronounce Cuarenta Y Tres?
Which glass do you use for a Stinger? How did the Margarita get its name? Answers to these questions and
thousands more can be found in The Ultimate A-to-Z Bar Guide, a one-stop, user-friendly cocktail guide
featuring more than 1,000 drink recipes and 600 definitions for cocktail-related terms. The Ultimate A-to-Z Bar
Guide offers a unique blend of features, including: • Definitions of over 600 cocktail- and drink-related terms,

including liqueurs, types of drinks, cocktail jargon, and the etymology of drinks like the Martini and the Fuzzy
Navel, all organized in an easy-to-use A-to-Z format with sound-out phonetics. • Drink recipes for more than
1,000 cocktails for every season and occasion. Each recipe is complete with a graphic showing the appropriate
glass to use. • Ideas on how to make sure guests have a great time while encouraging responsible drinking. •
Tips on everything from stocking a home bar to choosing the right glassware, plus loads of professional
bartending tricks and shortcuts for creating the perfect cocktail. • Humor through anecdotes, toasts, and
quotes from the famous and infamous. • Four indexes that make finding the listing you want a snap!
Accessible, fun, hip, and written in the Herbsts' inimitable style, The Ultimate A-to-Z Bar Guide deserves a
place at every home and professional bar.
Atomic Cocktails Feb 12 2021 Offers tips and recipes for making all the classic cocktails, including martinis,
manhattans, mint juleps, old-fashioneds, and a number of exotic cocktails
Drink Lightly Aug 21 2021 “When I think mixing, I usually think music, not drinks. Natasha David’s Drink
Lightly made me think twice. This set of recipes for non-alcoholic and low-alcoholic cocktails does the perfect
thing, which is to show us how to make our lives a little better, and it does it over and over again.”—Questlove
Explore the lighter side of serious cocktails with 100 recipes for creative low and no-alcohol drinks from the
craft cocktail veteran behind New York City’s beloved Nitecap bar. Drink Lightly presents a relaxed style of
drinking that goes down easy but is soundly rooted in the technical precision of craft cocktails. Award-winning
bartender Natasha David’s approach to low-alcohol, aperitif-style drinks goes far beyond the formulaic—bitter
liqueur plus soda—and takes full advantage of an incredible and vast array of low-proof spirits, liqueurs, and
wines, along with flavorful fruit and herbal infusions. The result is a collection of creative, genre-pushing
drinks that surprise and delight. Offerings are effervescent and light in effect, but complex in flavor, ranging
from savory and herbal to floral and aromatic, depending on your mood. Inspired by the joyful rhythms of life
and gathering, recipes include delights such as the Lillet Rouge-spiked Kitty Cat Chronicles and the Wiggle
Room, a vermouth and soda on a tropical vacation. The drinks are organized by refreshing Gulpabale Thirst
Quenchers that invigorate the soul, Party Starters for a crowd, Decadent Treats for some frothy indulgence, endof-the-night Slow Sippers, and non-alcoholic pick-me-ups. Served up with whimsy and a wink, Drink Lightly will
delight novices and professionals alike with its joyful spirit and lighthearted offerings.
Batch Cocktails Mar 28 2022 A hip, accessible guide to batch cocktail-making for entertaining, with 65 recipes
that can be made hours—or weeks!—ahead of time so that hosts and hostesses have one less thing to worry
about as the doorbell rings. NAMED ONE OF THE BEST COOKBOOKS OF THE YEAR BY BUZZFEED As anyone
who has hosted a dinner party knows, cocktail hour is the most fun part of the evening for guests—but the most
stressful for whomever is in charge of keeping the drinks flowing. The solution, though, is simple: batch it! In
this fun collection, Maggie Hoffman offers 65 delicious and creative cocktails that you don't have to stir or
shake to order; rather, they are designed to stay fresh when made ahead and served out of a pitcher. Recipes
such as Tongue in Cheek (gin, Meyer lemon, thyme, Cocchi Rosa), Friendly Fires (mezcal, chile vodka,
watermelon, lime), Birds & Bees Punch (rum, cucumber, green tea, lemon), and even alcohol-free options are
organized by flavor profile—herbal, boozy, bitter, fruity and tart, and so on—to make choosing and whipping up
a perfect pitcher of cocktails a total breeze.
Superfood Cocktails Jan 02 2020 There’s no need to drink less—just drink better. Superfood Cocktails is your
go-to guide for drinking well. Each delicious, healthy-ish recipe in this unique collection highlights a naturally
delectable superfood. Kombuchas, turmeric, kale, matcha, blueberries, ginger, cinnamon, chia—these are just a
few of the superfoods featured, easily located in your local grocery store or farmer’s market. Whether you’re
craving fruity and refreshing, earthy and rich, or mild and mellow, there’s a flavor profile perfect for every
palate. Showcasing ten recipes per season and a variety of spirits, this book encourages you to treat yourself to
a frozen blueberry margarita or keep warm with a blood orange mulled wine. This year say so long, ta ta, and
sayonara to cocktail-related guilt. Keep your cocktails creative, nutritious, and appetizing year-round with
Superfood Cocktails!
Twenty-Some Cocktails for Twenty-Somethings May 06 2020 This book is intended for the busy young
professional looking to graduate to the next level of social drinking and learn easy cocktail recipes. Maybe
you're a recent college grad and want to move on from cheap light beer and the few basic mixed drinks you
grew accustomed to at your favorite college bar. Or maybe you just landed a new job in the big city and want to
know what the heck is in that drink that your coworker just ordered. Either way, this book will both teach you
the basics of cocktails so you sound like you know what you're talking about, and teach you a thing or two
about mixing up drinks yourself that are sure to impress at your next get together or on your next date. Not
only will you learn to mix exceptional cocktails, but I'll teach you what tools and liquors you need to stock a
basic bar, and how to prepare ingredients like homemade simple syrup, Bloody Mary mix from scratch, and hot
pepper infused liquor. This book teaches you to make 29 easy and impressive cocktails with gin, rum, vodka,
tequila, champagne, and whiskey. Cocktail recipes include the Martini, Negroni, Manhattan, Old Fashioned,
Moscow Mule, Espresso Martini, and more.
Southern Cocktails Oct 11 2020 A celebration of traditional Southern hospitality pays tribute to a variety of
popular libations from the heart of the Southern United States with a collection of tempting recipes for the
Mint Julep, the Hurricane, the Blueberry Martini, the Peach Mojito, and other drinks, as well as for such
accompaniments as Sweet and Sassy Pecans or Devlish Eggs.
The Essential Cocktail Book Dec 13 2020 An indispensable atlas of the best cocktail recipes—each fully
photographed—for classic and modern drinks, whether shaken, stirred, up, or on the rocks. How do you create
the perfect daiquiri? In what type of glass should you serve a whiskey sour? What exactly is an aperitif cocktail?
A compendium for both home and professional bartenders, The Essential Cocktail Book answers all of these
questions and more—through recipes, lore and techniques for 150 drinks, both modern and classic.
100 Cocktail Recipes Jul 28 2019

Recipes for Making Summer Drinks and Soft Drinks Jan 14 2021 This book will prove of great interest to the
cook interested in the skills of yesteryear. Recipes include the Pineapple Cardinal, Oxford Punch and Persian
Sherbert. This book contains classic material dating back to the 1900s and before. The content has been
carefully selected for its interest and relevance to a modern audience.
The One-Bottle Cocktail Jul 20 2021 A collection of more than 80 wonderfully creative, fresh, and delicious
cocktails that only require a bottle of your favorite spirit, plus fresh ingredients you can easily find at the
market. In The One-Bottle Cocktail, Maggie Hoffman brings fancy drinking to the masses by making cocktails
approachable enough for those with a tiny home bar. Conversational and authoritative, this book puts simple,
delicious, and inventive drinks into your hands wherever you are, with ingredients you can easily source and no
more than one spirit. Organized by spirit--vodka, gin, agave, rum, brandy, and whiskey--each chapter offers
fresh, eye-opening cocktails like the Garden Gnome (vodka, green tomato, basil, and lime), Night of the Hunter
(gin, figs, thyme, and grapefruit soda), and the Bluest Chai (rye whiskey, chai tea, and balsamic vinegar). These
recipes won't break the bank, won't require an emergency run to the liquor store, and (best of all!) will delight
cocktail lovers of all stripes.
How to Cocktail Jan 26 2022 All the kitchen secrets, techniques, recipes, and inspiration you need to craft
transcendent cocktails, from essential, canonical classics to imaginative all-new creations from America's Test
Kitchen. Cocktail making is part art and part science--just like cooking. The first-ever cocktail book from
America's Test Kitchen brings our objective, kitchen-tested and -perfected approach to the craft of making
cocktails. You always want your cocktail to be something special--whether you're in the mood for a simple
Negroni, a properly muddled Caipirinha, or a big batch of Margaritas or Bloody Marys with friends. After
rigorous recipe testing, we're able to reveal not only the ideal ingredient proportions and best mixing technique
for each drink, but also how to make homemade tonic for your Gin and Tonic, and homemade sweet vermouth
and cocktail cherries for your Manhattan. And you can't simply quadruple any Margarita recipe and have it turn
out right for your group of guests--to serve a crowd, the proportions must change. You can always elevate that
big-batch Margarita, though, with our Citrus Rim Salt or Sriracha Rim Salt. How to Cocktail offers 150 recipes
that range from classic cocktails to new America's Test Kitchen originals. Our two DIY chapters offer
streamlined recipes for making superior versions of cocktail cherries, cocktail onions, flavored syrups, rim salts
and sugars, bitters, vermouths, liqueurs, and more. And the final chapter includes a dozen of our test cooks'
favorite cocktail-hour snacks. All along the way, we solve practical challenges for the home cook, including how
to make an array of cocktails without having to buy lots of expensive bottles, how to use a Boston shaker, what
kinds of ice are best and how to make them, and much more.
Mocktails Jul 08 2020 Drinks with All the Tastiness of a Well-Formed Craft Cocktail, but Without the Alcohol!
Choosing to be alcohol-free is becoming more and more popular, and the range of non-alcoholic drink options
is growing steadily in the stores. But many of us are still in doubt when it comes to combining drinks with food.
Water, juice, and possibly non-alcoholic beer are probably the options most of us who prefer not to imbibe
finally choose. But when you have dinner, these options may not feel as exciting as a well-chosen wine, and are
they really always the perfect choice? Water, juice, tea, kombucha, lemonade, and non-alcoholic beer and
wine—everything has a place on the dinner table if you only know what drink you should choose for what kind
of food, and in Mocktails, Richard Man will help you choose the right one. In this book, you’ll find inspiration
and recipes for making non-alcoholic beverages such as: Blackberry Spritzer Rhub and Honey Juniper Berry &
Tonic Horchata de Almendras Ruby Red Kombucha Lagermonade Tropical Matcha Mojito Red Tea Punch
Backyard Highball And many more From simple, five-minute recipes to complicated but elegant cocktails,
Mocktails will teach you everything you could want to know about combining delicious food and drink to get
the most out of your meal—no alcohol required. As Richard says: “Beverages served with food should match the
food, regardless of alcohol content. [It’s] so simple.”
The Harry Potter Cocktail Cookbook Nov 11 2020 55 Amazing Drink Recipes for Wizards and Non-Wizards
Alike. This fantastic book shows the reader how to make 55 fun cocktails that have been inspired by the
wonderful world of Harry Potter. Gather 'round, cocktail-loving cronies! We want to tell the tale about potionmaking. The subtle science and exact art of potion-making (that's "bartending," to Muggles) are difficult, but it
can be mastered. According to Professor Snape, a good potion can "bewitch the mind and ensnare the senses."
You can "bottle fame, brew glory, and even put a stopper in death," if you know what you're doing. While some
of these goals are a little out of range to us Muggles, a good time is not. So here are some recipes that will get
you drunk, honor the wizard within, and hopefully earn you some serious house points. No wands or cauldrons
are necessary to make these Harry Potter alcoholic drinks! This book has some cocktail recipes that would be
on the menu at The Leaky Cauldron when Harry and his crew decide to unwind after a long day. This book
makes a wonderful gift for every Harry Potter fan. The taste will always be a priority in our books, so you don't
want to miss all the goodness between these pages. Need I say more? Come in and explore the world of Harry
Potter in a whole new, delectable way! Lots of magical potions and witchy brews for any Harry Potter themed or
Halloween party! Get your brew on with these magic potions! Add to cart now and see for yourself!
Cocktail Recipe Journal: Ingredients Organizer Record Drinks Rating Tasting Journal Cocktails Blackboard
Design Mar 04 2020 Cocktail Recipe JournalThis Cocktail Recipe Journal for recording favorite cocktail recipes
Details Tool for record new cocktail recipes for your favorite Organize Beverages Cocktails & Mixed Drinks
Cocktail Mixology journal 100 Blank recipe book to wirte in The pages in this Cocktail Recipe Journal sections
for Contents, cocktail Name, Glass, Ingredients, Garnish, Directions, Notes It's a perfect gift for family and
friends 104 pages 6 inches By 9 Inches Glossy Cover Paperback Cover Get start Cocktail Recipe Journal today!
A Couple Cooks - Pretty Simple Cooking May 30 2022 Popular husband-and-wife bloggers and podcasters
(acouplecooks.com) offer 100 recipes with an emphasis on whole foods and getting into the kitchen together.
The couple's non-diet approach features simple lifestyle changes to make healthy cooking sustainable, rather
than a short-term fix. A love story at its finest, Alex and Sonja Overhiser first fell for each other--and then the

kitchen. In a matter of months, the writer-photographer duo went from eating fast and frozen food to regularly
cooking vegetarian meals from scratch. Together, the two unraveled a "pretty simple" approach to home
cooking that kicks the diet in favor of long-term lifestyle changes. While cooking isn't always easy or quick, it
can be pretty simple by finding love in the process. A Couple Cooks | Pretty Simple Cooking is an irresistible
combination of spirited writing, nourishing recipes with a Mediterranean flair, and vibrant photography.
Dubbed a "vegetarian cookbook for non-vegetarians", it's a beautiful book that's food for thought, at the same
time providing real food recipes for eating around the table. The book features: 100 vegetarian recipes, with 75
vegan and 90 gluten-free options A full-color photograph for every recipe Recipes arranged from quickest to
more time-consuming 10 life lessons for a sustainably healthy approach to cooking, artfully illustrated with a
custom watercolor
American Cocktail Aug 09 2020 France has wine, Germany's got beer, but America is the land of the cocktail.
And cocktail culture is flourishing with bartenders across America combining local, artisanal, and homemade
ingredients to create drinks with complex layers of flavor. From the editors of Imbibe Magazine comes this
unique book filled with 50 favorites from some of the best bartenders coast to coast offering modern twists on
classic drinks, plus all-new creations, complete with a look into each recipe's inception and unique ingredients.
Whether it's a marionberry bramble from Jeffrey Morgenthaler in Portland, Oregon, or a strawberry julep from
Jenni Pittman Louisville, Kentucky, or an apple-based cocktail from Jim Meehan in New York City, the cocktails
that define the American landscape are deliciously diverse. Consider this book your personal cross-country tour
of America's most intriguing regional cocktail flavors, traditions and stories.
A Woman's Drink Nov 04 2022 A chic and empowered approach to mixing drinks in style, A Woman's Drink is
the ultimate cocktail book for ladies. Filled with gorgeous cocktails and favorite drinks from notable women,
this chic package celebrates a new cocktail culture that's distinctly and unapologetically feminine. Inspired by
Brooklyn bars Elsa and Ramona, the cocktails here capture the joys and pleasures of making the perfect drink
at home. Whether you're drinking solo, drinking with a plus one, or drinking with a crowd, there's a recipe for
every occasion. Featuring 50 mixed drinks—including classics like Cosmos and Negronis, as well as new spins
like Elderflower Bellinis—the cocktails in this book are strong, spirited, and bold, just like the women who
drink them.
Drinks for Mundane Tasks Jun 30 2022 Why should special occasions get all the fun cocktails--what about the
tedium of daily life? The recipes in Drinks for Mundane Tasks tackle the to-do list with zest. A way to get
through any unbearable duty? We'll drink to that. Only the best cocktail books include the Grass Chopper (for
mowing the lawn), the Sazertax (for filing taxes), and more! On the hunt for Christmas gift ideas for men? Sip
on this. Hardcover; 5.25 x 7.25 inches; 128 pages Written by David Vienna and illustrated by Fausto Montanari
A Taste for Absinthe Jun 06 2020 Absinthe’s renaissance is quickly growing into a culinary movement. The
“Green Fairy” is now showing up on cocktail menus at chic restaurants around the country.A Taste for
Absinthecelebrates this storied and complex liquor by bringing you 65 cocktail recipes from America’s hottest
mixologists to enjoy as you discover the spirit that has fascinated artists, musicians, and writers for centuries.
Absinthe expert R. Winston Guthrie shares the intriguing history of this famous beverage and a wide range of
absinthe cocktails crafted by celebrated bartenders such as Jim Meehan of New York’s PDT, Erik Adkins of San
Francisco’s Slanted Door, and Eric Alperin of The Varnish in Los Angeles. In addition to the recipes—such as
the Salute to Sazerac (with rye whiskey, Angostura bitters, and lemon peel) and the Green Goddess (fresh basil
leaves, cucumber vodka, simple syrup, line juice, and fresh thyme)—you will find: - a primer on the
accoutrements (spoons, glasses, fountains) for serving absinthe - a how-to on executing your own absinthe drip
- a guide to buying the best-quality absinthe (whether imported or domestic) - a lesson on how to discern
between real absinthe and fake - sidebars on absinthe’s rich history Whether you want to learn everything you
need to know to host “L’Heure Verte” (the Green Hour) and impress your friends with your beautiful
accoutrements and practiced pouring technique, or just make a really delicious drink,A Taste for Absinthewill
bring you up to speed on the most talked about liquor in history.
Classic Cocktails May 18 2021 Classy ladies and dapper gents have their favorite vintage cocktail go-to, and
now you can as well! From Manhattans to Pink Ladies, Gin Fizzies to Whisky Sours, Gibsons to Stingers?and
sixty additional cocktails?Classic Cocktails returns drinkers back to an age of sophisticated mixed drinks for
the suave imbiber. While mixing your favorite cocktail, brush up on your pop culture trivia with quirky facts
and snarky anecdotes. Recipes include:Bloody MaryBlue HawaiiEggnogGin SlingMai TaiMojitoOldFashionedScrewdriverTequila SunriseTom CollinsWhite RussianAnd many more!Also included is information on
serving suggestions, glassware, and remedies for curing that inevitable hangover. So harness your inner
mixologist, break out the jar of maraschino cherries, and transport yourself and your friends to a time when
?classic” cocktails were the only mixed drinks out there.Skyhorse Publishing, along with our Good Books and
Arcade imprints, is proud to publish a broad range of cookbooks, including books on juicing, grilling, baking,
frying, home brewing and winemaking, slow cookers, and cast iron cooking. We’ve been successful with books
on gluten-free cooking, vegetarian and vegan cooking, paleo, raw foods, and more. Our list includes French
cooking, Swedish cooking, Austrian and German cooking, Cajun cooking, as well as books on jerky, canning and
preserving, peanut butter, meatballs, oil and vinegar, bone broth, and more. While not every title we publish
becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to books on subjects that are
sometimes overlooked and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.
The Unofficial Disney Parks Drink Recipe Book Oct 03 2022 Skip the crowded bar, coffee shop, and restaurant
and bring the magic of Disney’s drinks right your home with over 100 easy, delicious drink recipes inspired by
the Disney Parks. Raise a glass to bringing the magic of Disney straight to your home with The Unofficial
Disney Parks Drink Recipe Book. From coffee and tea to milkshakes and slushies to mocktails and cocktails,
this book features over 100 of your favorite beverages from the happiest place on Earth. Recipes are taken
straight from your favorite restaurants and cafes throughout the Disney Parks and resorts. You’ll learn to make

delicious, unique drinks without waiting in line including: -Coffees and teas, like Frozen Cappuccino from
Joffrey’s and Teddy’s Tea from Jock Lindsey’s Hangar Bar -Fruity drinks and slushies like Frozen Sunshine from
Beaches and Cream and the Goofy Glacier from Goofy’s Candy Company -Mocktails and cocktails like the
Sparkling No-Jito from the Tambu Lounge or the La Cava Avocado from Mexico in Epcot -And dessert drinks
like the Peanut Butter and Jelly Milkshake from 50's Prime Time Café or the Dole Whip Float from Aloha Isle
Perfect for Disney fans everywhere who want to experience those familiar flavors right from the comfort of
their home, The Unofficial Disney Parks Drink Recipe Book has all the recipes you’ll need to make luscious
libations worthy of the Mouse himself.
Whiskey Cocktails Oct 30 2019 Craft the perfect whiskey cocktail! Enjoy over 100 whiskey cocktail recipes,
featuring your favorite spirit! From the Manhattan to the Mint Julep, whiskey is the foundation of some of the
most iconic, old-school cocktails, and its renaissance has led to an array of innovative new creations. Whether
you prefer your drinks tart and refreshing or complex and spirit-forward, this artfully curated collection
features over 100 recipes for whiskey, bourbon, and rye cocktails as well as distillery profiles on Buffalo Trace,
Four Roses, Hartfield & Co., Heaven Hill, Jack Daniel's, Jim Beam, Maker's Mark, Willett, and Woodford
Reserve. This high-quality gift book includes recipes for all of these libations and more: *Gentleman's
Manhattan *Perfect Old Fashioned *Rob Roy *Southern Charm *Hot Toddy *Pomegranate Smash *Tennessee
Mule *Vieux Carrè *Maker's Boulevardier *Jack and Ginger *Black Manhattan *Buffalo Smash *Whiskey Sling
*Sazerac *South of NY Sour *Blackberry Sage Julep With such a wide variety of enduring classics and modern
originals to choose from, Whiskey Cocktails is an essential guide for those looking to craft an impeccable drink.
Good Drinks Nov 23 2021 A serious and stylish look at sophisticated nonalcoholic beverages by a former Bon
Appétit editor and James Beard Award nominee. “Julia Bainbridge resets our expectations for what a ‘drink’ can
mean from now on.”—Jim Meehan, author of Meehan’s Bartender Manual and The PDT Cocktail Book NAMED
ONE OF THE BEST COOKBOOKS OF THE YEAR BY Bon Appétit • Los Angeles Times • Wired • Esquire •
Garden & Gun Blackberry-infused cold brew with almond milk and coconut cream. Smoky tea paired with tart
cherry juice. A bittersweet, herbal take on the Pimm’s Cup. Writer Julia Bainbridge spent a summer driving
across the U.S. going to bars, restaurants, and everything in between in pursuit of the question: Can you make
an outstanding nonalcoholic drink? The answer came back emphatically: “Yes.” With an extensive pantry
section, tips for sourcing ingredients, and recipes curated from stellar bartenders around the
country—including Verjus Spritz, Chicha Morada Agua Fresca, Salted Rosemary Paloma, and Tarragon
Cider—Good Drinks shows that decadent brunch cocktails, afternoon refreshers, and evening digestifs can be
enjoyed by anyone and everyone.
Complete Home Bartender's Guide Oct 23 2021 Expect this book to soar to the top of the bestseller list in its
field with the most complete coverage of the subject anywhere, from the glass to use, the ice to mix to the
garnish to finish it perfectly! Start with a world-renowned expert's unequalled instructions for preparing
virtually any cocktail anyone might ask for. Add the essential facts of bartending with a professional's master
guidance for hosting any gathering in the perfect atmosphere. Pour in an encyclopedic collection of
information about every drink, including brandy, gin, rum, tequila, and vodka; whiskey and bourbon;
champagne and wine; bitters and other spirits; punches, cups, and eggnogs; liqueurs and shooters; hot drinks
and nonalcoholic drinks. Mix with Calabrese's recipes for 780 of his personal favorites, from old classics like
Negroni, Bellini, and Sidecar, to new and exotic modern reinventions like Cosmopolitan and Apple Martini. And
that leaves 775 more to choose from. Stir in hours of fascinating insider tales about how all the classic drinks
came to be, the romance of the drink, and glorious photos and art of a sparkling visual history. Garnish with: .
Live-action pictorials of techniques such as shaking, floating, layering, muddling, blending . Thirst-inciting
color photos that display drinks at their most elegant . Easy-to remember icons symbolizing each type of glass
to use in every situation . Concealed spiral binding that lays flat so you can follow recipes with your hands free .
Hard-cover edition jam-packed with 256 information-filled pages at an amazing value price It's the only
bartender's guide you'll ever need. Even the right ice cubes are noted!
Bitters Apr 28 2022 Gone are the days when a lonely bottle of Angostura bitters held court behind the bar. A
cocktail renaissance has swept across the country, inspiring in bartenders and their thirsty patrons a new
fascination with the ingredients, techniques, and traditions that make the American cocktail so special. And
few ingredients have as rich a history or serve as fundamental a role in our beverage heritage as bitters. Author
and bitters enthusiast Brad Thomas Parsons traces the history of the world’s most storied elixir, from its
earliest “snake oil” days to its near evaporation after Prohibition to its ascension as a beloved (and at times
obsessed-over) ingredient on the contemporary bar scene. Parsons writes from the front lines of the bitters
boom, where he has access to the best and boldest new brands and flavors, the most innovative artisanal
producers, and insider knowledge of the bitters-making process. Whether you’re a professional looking to take
your game to the next level or just a DIY-type interested in homemade potables, Bitters has a dozen recipes for
customized blends--ranging from Apple to Coffee-Pecan to Root Beer bitters--as well as tips on sourcing
ingredients and step-by-step instructions fit for amateur and seasoned food crafters alike. Also featured are
more than seventy cocktail recipes that showcase bitters’ diversity and versatility: classics like the Manhattan
(if you ever get one without bitters, send it back), old-guard favorites like the Martinez, contemporary drinks
from Parsons’s own repertoire like the Shady Lane, plus one-of-a-kind libations from the country’s most
pioneering bartenders. Last but not least, there is a full chapter on cooking with bitters, with a dozen recipes
for sweet and savory bitters-infused dishes. Part recipe book, part project guide, part barman’s manifesto,
Bitters is a celebration of good cocktails made well, and of the once-forgotten but blessedly rediscovered
virtues of bitters.
Hello! 98 Gin Drink Recipes Sep 09 2020 Good Drink Is Like A Hug From The Inside!✩★✩ Read this book for
FREE on the Kindle Unlimited NOW DOWNLOAD FREE eBook (PDF) included ILLUSTRATIONS of 98 Gin Drink
Recipesright after conclusion! ✩★✩Cheers for selecting "Hello! 98 Gin Drink Recipes: Best Gin Drink Cookbook

Ever For Beginners" since I am confident that my deepest desire to be a writer and my love for beverages will
make this article, as well as the others, truly inspire you in the parted listed below: 98 Amazing Gin Drink
Recipes Honestly, you do not need to be a genius to create a nice concoction, that's why everyone can definitely
do it. If you have a recipe on hand, you can just follow it and add more components which appeal to you and/or
take away some components which does not. It's that simple!I was able to create these self-help articles not
just because of my undying love for drinks, but also because of my vision to impart with my readers my
knowledge about different drinks. After years of exploration, I was able to amass all these recipes. Not everyone
may like them since we have our own different preferences, but I am sure majority will find something that they
will love. Also, don't forget the part where you can tweak these recipes to match your preferences. This big
series on Drink Recipes shall have two sections: non-alcoholic and alcoholic with the following subject Nonalcoholic Recipes Alcoholic Recipes Sangria Recipe Gin Drinks Recipes Martini Recipe Simple Cocktail Recipe
Book Vodka Cocktail Recipes Tequila Cocktail Recipe Book Summer Cocktails Cookbook ... ✩ Purchase the Print
Edition & RECEIVE a digital copy FREE via Kindle MatchBook ✩I really appreciate that you have selected
"Hello! 98 Gin Drink Recipes: Best Gin Drink Cookbook Ever For Beginners" and for paying attention up to this
portion. I anticipate that this book shall give you the source of strength during the times that you are really
exhausted, as well as be your best friend in the comforts of your own homes. Please also give me some love by
sharing your own exciting blends in the below comments segment.
Drink Lightly Dec 25 2021 “When I think mixing, I usually think music, not drinks. Natasha David’s Drink
Lightly made me think twice. This set of recipes for non-alcoholic and low-alcoholic cocktails does the perfect
thing, which is to show us how to make our lives a little better, and it does it over and over again.”—Questlove
Explore the lighter side of serious cocktails with 100 recipes for creative low and no-alcohol drinks from the
craft cocktail veteran behind New York City’s beloved Nitecap bar. Drink Lightly presents a relaxed style of
drinking that goes down easy but is soundly rooted in the technical precision of craft cocktails. Award-winning
bartender Natasha David’s approach to low-alcohol, aperitif-style drinks goes far beyond the formulaic—bitter
liqueur plus soda—and takes full advantage of an incredible and vast array of low-proof spirits, liqueurs, and
wines, along with flavorful fruit and herbal infusions. The result is a collection of creative, genre-pushing
drinks that surprise and delight. Offerings are effervescent and light in effect, but complex in flavor, ranging
from savory and herbal to floral and aromatic, depending on your mood. Inspired by the joyful rhythms of life
and gathering, recipes include delights such as the Lillet Rouge-spiked Kitty Cat Chronicles and the Wiggle
Room, a vermouth and soda on a tropical vacation. The drinks are organized by refreshing Gulpabale Thirst
Quenchers that invigorate the soul, Party Starters for a crowd, Decadent Treats for some frothy indulgence, endof-the-night Slow Sippers, and non-alcoholic pick-me-ups. Served up with whimsy and a wink, Drink Lightly will
delight novices and professionals alike with its joyful spirit and lighthearted offerings.
Cocktails, Mocktails, and Garnishes from the Garden Aug 28 2019 Step inside a bartender's apothecary, forage
for garnishes, and craft some of the most popular cocktails, mocktails, and beverages. This beautifully
photographed compendium of craft cocktails includes examples of garnishes and interesting ingredients to give
any drink a botanical twist.
How to Drink French Fluently Jun 26 2019 A cocktail book celebrating French conviviality with recipes
featuring St-Germain liqueur. Bring an effortless French sensibility to any occasion with the transporting flavor
of St-Germain, the captivating elderflower liqueur beloved by bartenders everywhere. How to Drink French
Fluently contains more than 30 cocktail recipes by some of the top names in the bartending world including
Jim Meehan, Jeffrey Morgenthaler, and Julie Reiner. Organized by time of day, with suggestions for brunch,
aperitifs, and nightcaps, How to Drink French Fluently also includes information on pairing cocktails with food,
the low-proof cocktail movement, and other entertaining tips and anecdotes sure to stimulate joie de vivre.
Recipes include the ethereal East of Eden (an elegant brunch drink with gewurztraminer syrup and egg white),
the refreshing and tropical Nudie Beach (a daytime sipper with honeydew and passionfruit), and the cozy Turn
Down Service (a soporific pairing of scotch and tawny port).
Drink Sep 29 2019 "There are many great cocktail books, but this is the only cocktail book you'll ever need." -Clay Risen Featuring over 1,100 recipes that span the wide world of spirits, Drink is the definitive reference
guide for the cocktail renaissance. Easy-to-follow recipes sure to satisfy everyone's tastes A comprehensive
guide to homemade ingredients, including infusions, shrubs, and simple syrups Detailed explanations of tools
of the trade, garnishes, and ice Interviews and signature recipes from bars and bartenders the world over, from
New York City to New Orleans, Belfast to Buenos Aires, and beyond Overviews of core spirits Colorful histories
of classic cocktails 90+ mocktails and nonalcoholic infusions When the spirit strikes, Drink is your go-to guide!
Fancy AF Cocktails Sep 02 2022 Trashy and classy cocktails by the beloved Vanderpump Rules couple
The Ultimate Party Drink Book Aug 01 2022 Bruce Weinstein is a guy who knows how to party. And his key to
partying is choosing the right drink. Spiked or zero proof, Bruce has shaken, stirred, blended, or ladled
concoction for every occasion and everyone on your guest list. The cocktail traditionalist will savor Bruce's
world-class Bloody Mary, while those on the cutting edge will sip one of his twelve exotic and tasty variations of
this favorite libation. His classic martini comes with no fewer than fifteen spin-offs. Got a crowd coming over?
No problem. Just pull out the punch bowl and fill it with Groovy Banana Wine Punch or teetotaling Pink Plum
Lemonade. On a hot summer day, serve a blended tropical Papaya Smoothie or Orange Jewelious. Or blast away
winter's chill with a warming coffee, tea, or fruit juice toddy. From an intimate dinner for two to a block-party
bash, raise your glass and celebrate with Bruce Weinstein's The Ultimate Party Drink Book.
How to Cocktail Apr 16 2021 All the kitchen secrets, techniques, recipes, and inspiration you need to craft
transcendent cocktails, from essential, canonical classics to imaginative all-new creations from America's Test
Kitchen. Cocktail making is part art and part science--just like cooking. The first-ever cocktail book from
America's Test Kitchen brings our objective, kitchen-tested and -perfected approach to the craft of making
cocktails. You always want your cocktail to be something special--whether you're in the mood for a simple

Negroni, a properly muddled Caipirinha, or a big batch of Margaritas or Bloody Marys with friends. After
rigorous recipe testing, we're able to reveal not only the ideal ingredient proportions and best mixing technique
for each drink, but also how to make homemade tonic for your Gin and Tonic, and homemade sweet vermouth
and cocktail cherries for your Manhattan. And you can't simply quadruple any Margarita recipe and have it turn
out right for your group of guests--to serve a crowd, the proportions must change. You can always elevate that
big-batch Margarita, though, with our Citrus Rim Salt or Sriracha Rim Salt. How to Cocktail offers 150 recipes
that range from classic cocktails to new America's Test Kitchen originals. Our two DIY chapters offer
streamlined recipes for making superior versions of cocktail cherries, cocktail onions, flavored syrups, rim salts
and sugars, bitters, vermouths, liqueurs, and more. And the final chapter includes a dozen of our test cooks'
favorite cocktail-hour snacks. All along the way, we solve practical challenges for the home cook, including how
to make an array of cocktails without having to buy lots of expensive bottles, how to use a Boston shaker, what
kinds of ice are best and how to make them, and much more.
Timeless Vintage Drinks and Cocktails Dec 01 2019 Timeless Vintage Drinks and Cocktails Here's to You is a
drinks and cocktail recipe book celebrating many of the world's renowned vintage drinks experienced through
the eyes of W T McCleat. Will a world traveler and bon-viveur enjoys the experience of the cultures he has met.
In his life's journey he has always kept a journal with him for the specific purpose of recording recipes, both of
food and drink, from many of the cocktail parties and informal gatherings he has attended. In this book he
shares with us a few secrets on how adding a simple twist to a world renowned cocktail recipe or vintage drink,
turns it from fabulous to unbelievable! This book details many world beating cocktail drink recipes that have a
unique twist to them. Each cocktail has a related story depicting Will's first experience with the vintage drink.
Recipes for each customized vintage drink are provided in detail with the instructions to create your own
cocktail art form. Impress the 'heck' out of your friends and neighbors. Imagine a long cool 'Gin and Tonic' not
only with lime and mint, but with a few fresh green peppercorns in the mix. It makes this drink even more
fabulous for those long hot summer evenings where cocktail parties go on to the wee hours of the morning. The
vintage cocktails book provides signed (by McCleat) images of many vintage drinks in all their glory with many
pictures depicting the art and the elegance of drink making. If this book doesn't make you thirsty for cocktail
time, then I don't know what will! Reading this book will make you watch the clock, anticipating the five o'
clock chime. If you want to know more about making impressive vintage drinks, for your own cocktail parties or
to just savor for yourself, without complicated cocktail recipes and instructions then this book is for you. The
simple vintage cocktail recipes, the clear instructions, the attractive images and the story behind each vintage
drink makes this book a real find! Read it, make it and tell the story of how it all came about! Here's to You!
The Geeky Chef Drinks Feb 24 2022 Featuring nerdy recipes for both alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages,
The Geeky Chef Drinks is your chance to sip your way through your favorite sci-fi and fantasy worlds—Game of
Thrones, Legend of Zelda, Star Trek, and more. This smaller hardcover version of the original book has a new,
fresh, modern design and includes 10 additional recipes from The Geeky Chef Strikes Back, making it the
perfect gift for the geek in your life. Author Cassandra Reeder has created authentic real-life drinks and
cocktails inspired by your favorite fantasy drinks. So, if you’ve found yourself craving Shimmerwine from
Firefly, Black Frost Beer from Buffy the Vampire Slayer, Swanky Panky from Bob’s Burgers, or Butterbeer from
Harry Potter, you’re about to quench your thirst in a galaxy far, far away. Featuring more than 60 original
cocktail recipes, you’ll also learn edgy cocktail tricks, such as creating a “shimmer effect” in your liquor, giving
a sparkle rim to your glass, and adding fire or mist to a cocktail, along with concocting simple syrups and icecube effects. Easy step-by-step instructions and fun themed photos make these creative recipes perfect for your
next party, season premiere get-together, or your standing reservation for a party of one. And for all you
designated drivers, don’t despair: The Geeky Chef has plenty of imaginative tricks for making theseyummy
drinks alcohol-free. Whether you’re thirsting for adventure or just need your mana restored, The Geeky Chef
Bartender has you covered!
150-Calorie Cocktails Mar 16 2021 Features recipes for deliciously drinkable cocktails made with healthy,
fresh ingredients, including all-natural spirits, juices, herbs, fruits and vegetables, each with less than 150
calories, including shandys, wine spritzers and mimosas.
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